









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Geographical Representations in Akiyuki Nosaka’s
“Grave of the Fireflies（Hotaru no Haka）”
YOKOHAMA Yuji
Abstract : The aim of this paper is to suggest a new way of understanding Akiyuki Nosaka’s short story
“Grave of the Fireflies（Hotaru no Haka）”, which has been read as an autobiographical work although it con-
tains many fictions. A good suggestion to understanding its strategy is the geographical representations and
their structures in this text, which make a keen contrast with Nosaka’s own life.
There is the chain of death around Sannomiya in Kobe City. The ashes of the protagonist, Seita, are
placed in a temple in Nunobiki, near Sannomiya. His mother’s ashes are also placed in Kasugano cemetery
near Sannomiya. Setsuko, Seita’s little sister, starves to death in Niteko-ike, Nishinomiya, next to Manchi-
dani cemetery, to which the text never refers. In this way, the text concerns both the fireflies and the graves
as the title proclaims. It describes the floating fireflies in the cremation of Setsuko, which cannote the souls
of the dead in the air raids. And the characters wander about where the representation of the graves are.
Seita leaves Setsuko’s grave with fireflies near Niteko-ike and goes Southeast to Sannomiya, starving to
death. Although Nosaka found his refuge with his little sister in Harue, Fukui, which is located to the North-
east of Kobe. The linear motion to the Southeast leads to death, in contrast to the Northeast which leads to
survival.
These two geographical structures correspond to the structure of the text which starts from and ends with
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